
What I love about Moreland 
I’m far from home and there’s the stark sound of heavy rain striking and sparking off the 
pavement. I shiver as I wait for the little green man on an unfamiliar street, teeth clattering, with 
my coat pulled over my head with a uselessly broken umbrella swinging from my arm. I run at the 
glimpse of green and duck into the building ahead, with a banner a reading ‘Brunswick Town Hall’ 
before pulling out my phone to text my coworkers.


There’s a place to be, people to see, as there always is, but it’s all too far ahead in the downpour 
of Melbourne weather. My phone buzzes with the sent message and I pull down my hood to 
venture further into the hall for something to do. There’s already a number of people here, and at 
first I think it’s only due to the rain, but the light gets warmer and friendlier the deeper into the 
strange domed place I go.


There’s tables and things scattered everywhere in here. A colourful junkyard propped up on 
portable tables and the laughter of others. ‘Trash and Treasure’, I identify, the further into the mass 
of people I drift. Broken toys, old clocks and pieces of furniture all jumbled together. 


At first glance, it all looks like a muck of dirty things, chewed books, fingerprints and people wet 
from the rain. But when I look closer, focus on each individual thing, there’s a charm to it. There’s 
tiny universes, wrapped up in these possessions, whole lives shed and left here.


I think about how many hugs that teddy must have been given in its life. All the time and love 
spent playing with it. And that piece of knitting over there. How carefully that bracelet must have 
been picked out. All the hours it took for a little boy to make that vase. Now all that love and time 
is just strewn together, left for the cold to gnaw at and damp fingers to prod.


It’s almost heartbreakingly sad, all these private memories spread bare in this hall and I’m about 
to turn away to the rain but then I look again. At all the laughing people, smiling like their cheeks 
might crack, turning over old possessions with soft wonder.


I watch a little boy pick up a teddy with a tear in its ear and hug it as if it were already his. A group 
of women try on a bonnet and laugh, slipping it into their bags filled with odd shapes. A woman 
picks up a broken toy truck and talks to her partner about how she can fix it up and use it for their 
garden. 


And the harder I look, the more I see. Smiling friends and family, sifting through piles of trash-
turned-treasures. It’s the most beautiful, hushed thing I could’ve stumbled across. A swirling 
community of people, tucked away in a yellow hall in the middle of rainstorm, making new things 
out of old memories.


